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an extraordinary document displaying
the evident need at the time for corrrrol of
priests over the behaviour of organists.

Subsequent chapters investigate his
study with Marcel  Dupr6 ( ta lk about
control!), and his debatable effectiveness
as an interpreter of Bach, Couperin, Mes-
siaen (and others),  a l l  accompanied by
photographs and other illustrations. In a
chapter on his musical language as reflected
in his written compositions, the author
justifies his exhaustive examination by say-
ing that, though Cochereau's compositions
are not always successful,  they contain
'a concentration of the essential features
heard throughout his improvisations'. It
is probably the chapter about Cochereau's
improvisations that wi l l  be of greatest
interest to organists. Hammond goes into
considerable detail here, describing Dup16's
rigorously systematic approach to reach-
ing the art, and comparing Cochereau's
improvisations to those of Dupr6.

Arguably of  equal  interest  in th is
book are the Appendices, particularly the
one entitled 'Organisr and Inscrument: A

Remarkable Symbiosis'. Here, Hammond
supplies a meticulous history of the organ
in Notre Dame post-1955, and the sub-
stantial and controversial changes made
to it by Cochereau.

It is unfortunate that for some people,
Cochereau's legacy has been overshadowed
by his Bach recordings and the rebuilding
of the Notre Dame organ. As a young
organist in the United States during Co-
chereau's heyday, this was certainly the
case for me. It has been a pleasure to read
Anthony Hammond's engaging biography,
and see a more complete picture. Ham-
mond does not gloss over Cochereau's
imperfect ions and mistakes, and as a
consequence is able to paint a vivid and
credible picture of a musician who cast a
long shadow. This biography, together with
improvisations being recreated today by
prominent organists such as David Briggs
and Jeremy Filsell, as well as recordings
newly-available on Youtube, has been a
welcome revelation, and one which will
be consulted on many different accounts
for a long time to come.

Katharine Pardee

Important composer anniversaries provide
exiellent opportunities for looking anew
at old material,  for re-assessing the lega-
cies of composers, for listening with fresh
ears to famil iar music, and discovering
new works. This collection of essays seems
to have sprung from the reassessments of
the Mendelssohn two-hundredth birthday
year in 2009. That is not to say i t  is not an
interesting or worthy col lect ion; just that
the essays featured seem to be commentary
on areas of research that were hot topics
a few years ago, or areas of research that
somehow escaped earl ier attention. Thus,
the first section of the book is devoted to
Mendelssohn's Jewishness and att i tudes
toward him on this count; the last sec-
tion to views of Mendelssohn from the

perspective of letters both by him and,
more peripherally, about him; and aspects
of l tal ian and French reception history
(reception in these rwo European countries
was not as well  explored in 2009 as' say,
England and Germany). For purposes of
a JBIOS review, there is nothing in this
col lect ion specif ical ly related to Men-
delssohn and the organ, though Anselm
Hart inger 's art ic le on cont inuo ment ions
the instrument. Larry Todd's interesting
essay on hidden texts in Mendelssohn's
Lieder ohne'Worte might provide food
for thought with regard to his slow move-
ments in the organ sonatas:, many of which
are Lieder ohne Worta; but, like the other
essays it seems at least once-removed from
the subject.

Katharine Pardee
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Anthony Hammond's recent biography of
Pierre Cochereau and investigation into his
music is a rich source of information on
an under-appreciated figure in twentieth-
century musical history. \il7hether or not the
author's assert ion that ' in the mid-1970s
almost every music lover would have rec-
ognized his name'is true, this book i l lumi-
nates tl-re reasons why Cochereau should
have been, and st i l l  ought to be, better
known. The performer's glittering career'
the famous musicians he knew and worked
with ( including Pierre Boulez, Maurice
Durufl6, Messiaen, and many others), his
remarkable musical abi l i ty (part icularly
as an improvisor), and his unchallenged
rebuilding of the organ in Notre Dame,
make this story an absorbing one' Ham-
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mond had the support of Cochereau's fam-
ily and friends in assembling his narrative,
including access to family materials and
documents, as wellas to Dupr6's papers in
the Bibliothdque Nationale, Paris. He has
thus been able to explore Cochereau's life,
works, and legacy thoroughly and has done
so in a well-written and engaging style.

Pierre Cochereau (1,924-84) was not
born into a musical family, yet he hirnself
d isplayed that s ingle-mindedness and
ambition which often seems to be a pre-
requisite for a great career. The unfolding
of lhat career is the subiect of the first sec-
tion of Hammond's book, which includes
(among other things) a copy of his contract
of employment for his f irst posit ion as
Titulaire at Saint-Roch in Paris, in itself

Nicholas Temperley willbe known to BIOS
mernbers for his work on English music,
hymnody and parish church organs. His
publications in this area form a small part
of his outpur and it is appropriate that this
collection includes chapters that deal with
organs and organ music.

'Char les Garland Verr inder and
music at the West London Synagogue,
1859-1904' is introduced by Susan \Wol-
lenberg in her well written and engaging
chapter. Verrinder, who was awarded a
Lambeth DMus in 1873, has a place in
Anglo-Jewish history as a synagogue or-

ganist at the forefront of his profession.
The West London Synagogue appointed
Verrinder as organist in 1859 when the
first organ was built. At that date it met
in Margaret Street. He was appointed as a
Jewish organist could nor be found. When
the Synagogue moved to grander premises
near Marble Arch in 1870 Verrinder wenr
too. The account of the Synagogue choir
is fascinating, although it will nor surprise
choirmasters. Christopher Bower-Broad-
bent, the present organist, is quoted t<t
show that Verr inder 's service music is
still performed regularly. Wollenberg has
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